
From: Michael Horn <Michael@theyfly.com> 
Date: March 18, 2008 12:11:01 PM PDT 
To: Derek Bartholomaus <derek@iigwest.com>, "James Underdown 
randi@randi.org" <jim@cfiwest.org>, jref@randi.org 
Subject: Handy reference guide! 
 
Mr. Maus, 
 
I forgot to point out that we are not in the habit of paying our attorneys (that is 
what you mean by "legal representative", isn't it?) to have chats with confused 
and uniformed individuals who don't understand either their contracts, the law, or 
how...not nice it is to threaten to harm people's businesses. Talk to your own 
attorney, or another grown up (like Mr. Underdown, he seems like a nice man), 
about that.  
 
The following should clarify the facts and help you and your legal team to find a 
more productive use for your time (emphasis added): 
 
1. Regarding violation of contract: 
 
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread328254/pg6, DB on 1.23.08, "For 
the record, I am glad that the DVD is finally released."  
 
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread328254/pg9 
derekcbart 

posted on 26-1-2008 @ 11:23 PM     

     
    

Actually, it is a written agreement. And yes, by removing it from the body of the main 

film and only including it as a special feature they are in violation of the contract. 

However, I have no plans in bringing legal action against them. I'm actually quite 

happy that the DVD is out there because it finally enables me to speak publicly about 

the case and present even more evidence about it. I had been holding off on speaking 

publicly because I did not want them to re-shoot or re-edit the film based on what I had 

said. They actually did this twice within the footage that does appear. 

 
 



From Agreement:  
 
This agreement is between Michael Horn/Jack Gerlach (hereinafter referred to as 
“Producers”) and Derek Bartholomaus (hereinafter referred to as "DB") as an 
interviewee (the "Interview") for possible inclusion in all editions of the 
documentary film entitled “The Silent Revolution of Truth” (the "Program") solely 
under the terms and conditions of this release.    
 
ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This agreement contains the full and complete 
understanding and agreement between the parties with respect to the within 
subject matter, and supersedes all other agreements between the parties 
whether written or oral relating thereto, and may not be modified or amended 
except by written instrument executed by both of the parties hereto. This 
agreement shall in all respects be subject to the laws of the State of California. 

 
 
2. Regarding what was presented by MH in Laughlin, pertained to only post-
release, published comments by DB, such as: 
 
http://theparacast.com/forums/he-who-shall-not-be-named-alert-t-1540-3.html, on 
1.29.08: 
  
"I will also agree with Horn that the photograph section of the short 
version of my lecture was the weakest part of my presentation."  
 
Plus the favorable quote from Uncharted Territory regarding the Meier films, the 
clear blow up of Meier, standing in the middle of a fiery ring, showing him clearly 
and motionlessly holding a microphone, refusal by OSU GC to purse action, etc. 
 
3. Regarding any defamation: 
Defamation by CFI-West/IIG began with Vaughn Rees, in 2001, as 
admitted and referred to here by DB:  

http://theparacast.com/forums/he-who-shall-not-be-named-alert-t-
1540-3.html 

"I only got involved in it because a former employee of CFI-West made 
the 'easily reproducible hoax' statement and engaged in email 
correspondence with Horn without informing CFI-West or the IIG, so I had 
no choice but to step in and try to do damage control because no one, 
other than the person perpetrating it, can call an event a hoax."  

DB also contradicts his own statement, "..no one, other than the person, 
etc." numerous times in the interview by effectively alleging that Meier used 



model trees and model UFOs, i.e. that he indeed hoaxed his 
photographic/film/video evidence. 

DB defames MH and JG here: 

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread328254/pg6 

posted on 23-1-2008 @ 11:20 AM                 

  
"reply to post by rudenzz 
  
  
Hi there. 
  
As the skeptic interviewed for the DVD let me fill you in on a few things. 
  
First, I was interviewed for 50 minutes and they used about 10 minutes. 
My original agreement with them was that the section you see in the 
special features was originally supposed to be included in the main film 
and then my full 25 minute presentation was to be used in the special 
features. Well, they cut me out of the main film and used that as the 
special feature. I had agreed on the editing of the piece as it exists 
because I was told that the complete interview would be included which 
would provide much more explanation on the topics discussed." 
derekcbart 

posted on 26-1-2008 @ 11:23 PM     

     
    

Actually, it is a written agreement. And yes, by removing it from the body of the main 

film and only including it as a special feature they are in violation of the contract. 

However, I have no plans in bringing legal action against them. I'm actually quite happy 

that the DVD is out there because it finally enables me to speak publicly about the case 

and present even more evidence about it. I had been holding off on speaking publicly 

because I did not want them to re-shoot or re-edit the film based on what I had said. 

They actually did this twice within the footage that does appear. 
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efamation of Horn: 



famation of Horn: 
 
http://theparacast.com/forums/he-
who-shall-not-be-named-alert-t-
1540-3.html 
 

"RE: he who shall not be named 
ALERT!!! 

Wow. He is just going apeshit over 
on that forum. 59 pages??? 

 

Michael is merely a salesman for 
the case and having seen where he 
lives in an earlier cut of the film I 
think it is safe to say that he isn't 
doing nearly as well as we may have 
thought he was." 

 



http://theparacast.com/forums/he-
who-shall-not-be-named-alert-t-
1540-4.html 

derekcbart 

"I am me. Well, usually.   As far as 
I can remember I have never put 
my foot in my mouth. However, a 
short bald man has made this 
claim before without realizing that 
it was, in fact, his own foot within 
his own mouth. He is a rather 
simple man and easily 
confused.  -Derek" 

 

 

http://theparacast.com/forums/he-
who-shall-not-be-named-alert-t-
1540-6.html#pid21209 



  

RE: he who shall not be named 
ALERT!!! 

"Hi there...The History (if you 
thought Horn was nuts, just 
wait until you see 
this): http://video.google.com/vid
eoplay?docid=...8965439532  The 
Trailer: http://video.google.com/vi
deoplay?docid=...8492715563  Enj
oy.  -Derek" 

 

He really seems to be completely 
unable to understand the english 
language at times, or at the very 
least comprehend what has been 
said. How many times is he going to 
repeat the same old canards?" 



Now, we have more important things to 
do, including making all you guys more 
faMaus, as promised. 

MH 


